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South Korea unfazed by Swedish spy game
NIZHNY NOVGOROD, Russia (Reuters) - South Korea coach Shin Tae-yong on Sunday shrugged off spying
by World Cup opponents Sweden, who apologized on the eve of their Group F clash after initially
trumpeting their subterfuge.<div class="feedflare"> <a
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Arab coalition bombs Houthis around Hodeidah airport, urges them to withdraw
ADEN (Reuters) - Arab coalition aircraft bombarded Houthi fighters holed up at the airport of Yemen's
main port Hodeidah on Monday as a senior alliance official said he hoped U.N. diplomacy could coax the
Iran-aligned movement to cede the city to "save the population".<div class="feedflare"> <a
href="http://feeds.reuters.com/~ff/Reuters/worldNews?a=kPGUc0Qymps:JD4yBwfw71k:yIl2AUoC8zA"><
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Trump says he won't let U.S. become 'migrant camp'
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. President Donald Trump said on Monday he would not allow the United
States to become a "migrant camp" as his administration faced a barrage of criticism for separating
immigrant children from their parents at the U.S.-Mexico border.<div class="feedflare"> <a
href="http://feeds.reuters.com/~ff/Reuters/worldNews?a=OjgFh4taR6o:132B1V64G9U:yIl2AUoC8zA"><i
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Turkish, U.S. units begin patrols near northern Syria's Manbij
ANKARA (Reuters) - Turkish and U.S. soldiers have started independent patrols in northern Syria along
the line separating Turkish-controlled areas from the town of Manbij where Ankara says Kurdish militia
fighters are based, Turkey's military said on Monday.<div class="feedflare"> <a
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Peace, economy pose challenges for Colombia's new president
BOGOTA (Reuters) - Colombian President-elect Ivan Duque has promised to unite a divided country
behind his plans to toughen a peace accord with Marxist rebels and rekindle economic growth, but he will
face major challenges when he takes office in August.<div class="feedflare"> <a
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